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Dear Harvest Partner,
Once again we are coming to the part of the year where Thanksgiving is coming. We always want to
remember the goodness the Lord has bestowed upon us. Our forefathers were thankful unto the Lord and
created this wonderful thanksgiving time of the year. No one can imagine unless you were there to
understand a troublesome new world for a Christian nation. As we can well see our forefathers knew to
truly give thanks. For us we should always remember to give thanks unto the Lord. “Saying, Amen:
Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, an honour, and power, and might, be unto our God
for ever and ever. Amen” Rev. 7:12. Before we get into a quote from Neal Frisby’s library we do not want to
forget about the Florida hurricane, Ian, an almost total destruction of property there. We want to pray for
those there that the Lord will help them in this troublesome time they are in.
And now a quote from Neal Frisby. – “Years ago the Scripts declared that events would be so strange and
of such magnitude although a man would declare it many people would not believe it until they saw it. And
this has certainly been true! – Global prophecy, international crisis and disasters are overwhelming the earth!
It is only a portent of more to appear! Scientists say that great asteroids will definitely hit the earth in the
near future! We have already seen small ones hit plus fire balls as predicted. – Rev. 8:8-10 will occur sooner
than most think! – The four elements of nature as predicted are teaching this planet a lesson that many
shall not forget! – Plus wickedness and pleasure still continues even as it deepens in every facet and way of
life! In the past gossip (true and false) have destroyed and caused the downfall of whole civilizations! - The
immorals have reached the stage even on common TV that up until now would be considered unbelievable!
Yet the Scripts predicted it. (Satellite and cable TV is far worse.) Like a fog wickedness and pleasure has led
them into a strong delusion! As a sheep to the slaughter shall they go led by a lamb who has turned into a
dragon! People are living in a fantasy like world because of films, etc. Like the flood in the days of Sodom
they think right is wrong and wrong is right. What a delusion! (II Thess.2:10-11) – The spirit reminds me and
you could not predict it any better! Incredible insight I wrote over 40 years ago! And we have arrived in its
time, and the rest will be fulfilled. Plus we are in the days of ancient orgies of Rome as you probably already
know, hear or see daily by the media!” End quote. – As we see this world’s society is being swept away into
debt thinking that they are rich. This scripture comes to mind. Rev. 3:17, “Because thou sayest, I am rich,
and increased with goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked.” Because they are in a delusion, as the Bible predicted, not
knowing a great shadow has fallen on this nation and world. Witness while you can to your loved ones.
Soon the black horse will ride. More on this later.
Another wonderful quote of encouragement from Brother Frisby’s writings: “The Lord is the creating
light of all ages, in Him is knowledge and the sum total of all wisdom. The elect are about to experience
more of His infilling spirit shortly! Jesus Christ is a covering wherein the light radiates and rests! In Jesus
is the crowning of all glory, the elect will partake and share it! The beginning of His essence of spiritual
rays will start to shine more upon the chosen until translation! – A vibrating living God among them, a
cloud of splendor will overshadow these, a covering of love and trust! His eyes like rubies searching His
own out for a greater reward to come! – And the hour of actual confrontation with Jesus is not far off, and
what has seemingly taken so long will ‘suddenly appear upon us’! Praise the Most High Savior!” (End
quote)
This month I am releasing a wonderful New Book called “Still Waters” with two extra sermons: “Time
Limit” and “Confessions Power.” You don’t want to miss it. Also a DVD, “Stress Factor.” – I’m so thankful
for all of your support. It has been a wonderful help to publish the new books. May the Lord Jesus continue
to bless and guide you and prosper you with His wonderful wisdom.

Two CD’s ($15.00 donation)
“Preparation Day”
“Not Ready!”
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